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3Dlexia Cosmos NGO 

‘Ι love dyslexia’ EFL School 

 

The innovative Aggeliki Pappa 

is the 1st Nominee from Greece 

for the World's biggest Educational Award, 

the $4 million YIDAN PRIZE! 

 

Having been acclaimed, two years in a row, as one of the top 50 most brilliant educators in the 

world for the Global Teacher Prize, and having been nominated, from the Space for Humanity 

USA, as a citizen astronaut in the 1st astronaut nominees team in the history of mankind, the 

charismatic educator Aggeliki is on sail for the Biggest Education Award in the world, the 4 million 

dollars YIDAN PRIZE! 

The innovative educator, who “unlocked” the dyslexic brain by creating the very 1st on a global 

scale, award-winning and completed Method “3Dlexia For English”, which helps in teaching 

English as a foreign language, is now a nominee for the YIDAN prize award, in the category 

“Educational Growth”. 

Her nomination was established by Ali Rashidi, the head of the Department of International 

Cooperation of the Folkuniversitetet University, which is located in Uppsala, Sweden, and with 

which Ms. Pappa has been cooperating, on a scientific level, since 2014. 

 

THE NOMINATION 

Ms. Pappa has been nominated for the Yidan Prize due to her worldwide innovation, the creation 

of the “3Dlexia For English” method for the teaching of English as a foreign language both to 

typical students, as well as dyslexic students with special educational needs (SEN). It's worldwide 

proven that these students are not able to learn the English language by the conventional teaching 

methods. With her method, Ms. Pappa gave a solution to a problem that more than 600 million 

people with special educational needs had, surrounding their access to the English language. 

Her nomination is strengthened by official agreement protocols for pilot usage of the 3Dlexia For 

English by governments in Argentina and Russia. More specifically, the Ministry of Education in 

San Miguel de Tucumán (Argentina) and the Department of Education in Kazan (Russia), under 

the supervision of the Ministry of Education in Tatarstan and the Graduate School of Education of 

the Birmingham University in Great Britain, which has taken over the scientific research of the 

project. The academic research of the innovative method of Ms. Pappa was scientifically 



organised, in this particular University of Great Britain 10 years ago. Moreover, Ms. Pappa's 

nomination is supported by Ministers of foreign countries, by high-ranking executives of the 

Microsoft Education USA, Google and the British Council, as well as by head professors of the 

Tufts, Harvard, Yale, Columbia USA Universities. A Yidan nomination requires the creation of a big 

and worldwide innovation and the universal involvement by governments and universities in 

order for the creation to be completed. Thus, Ms. Pappa's nomination constitutes a huge step 

towards Greece's upgrade on the elite worldwide education with the best way possible. In 

addition, it highlights the universal and innovative work of Ms. Pappa as well. 

THE GOAL 

Utilizing the funding by the Yidan Prize,  pilot educational programs of thousands of instructors of 

the English language in Argentina and Russia will be organized. As a result, to begin with half a 

million students and 100.000 children with special educational needs will be helped. The ultimate 

goal is the Method's diffusion in all of Argentina and Russia, benefitting  more than 20 million 

typical students and over 5 million dyslexic students with special educational needs. Furthermore, 

the power of technology will allow for developments in the Method's tools as well as a special 

platform for online education, which will probably help every teacher with internet access on 

Earth. Upon its completion, the Method will give access to over 600 million non-English speaking 

dyslexic students worldwide, offering them a solution, an educational alternative. Thus, it will 

support their right to a successful teaching of the English language, which is considered an 

essential life skill in the 21st century, the age of globalization, and has tremendous benefits both 

on an individual and on a global level. 

AGGELIKI PAPPA'S STATEMENT 

Upon a statement of hers, Ms. Aggeliki Pappa says: “The pioneer Method 3Dlexia For English is 

organized based on the Ancient Greek thought and the harmony of the number 3, as Pythagoras 

defined it. In connection to neuro-science, forefront technology, the arts, the cultivation of self-

knowledge, virtuous soul and the estheticism, which has been proving for 12 years its unique 

universal strength and dimension. I'm deeply emotional and thankful that, under the  synergy of 

huge worldwide forces from 3 continents, we can now give a solution to millions of worldwide 

students and provide them with equal access to education, as well as their right to become useful 

worldwide citizens with global voices, thoughts and emotions, and at the same time to cultivate  

the genius, differently charismatic dyslexic brain, debunking several false stereotypes about 

dyslexic people, which will benefit society in many ways. Right now,  Greece is reminding both 

itself and the world, the universal mission it has in the spiritual space, keeping its LIGHT lit up, 

outlining the Future of worldwide education, providing equal chances to all children. 

 

LINKS from the official announcements on the cooperation with Ms. Pappa for the Yidan Prize, on 

the websites of the Ministries of Education of Argentina and Russia: 

 

Argentina 



https://www.educaciontuc.gov.ar/index.php/2021/01/05/educacion-y-la-fundacion-i-love-

dyslexia-trabajan-en-un-proyecto-para-formar-a-docentes-de-ingles-de-la-

provincia/?fbclid=IwAR0TSFYwCkN_7eoYtIDPCFZKQtrf_RtWVu9UR_1wd9emPQRrUfX8TcfPFIE 

Russia 

https://kzn.ru/meriya/press-tsentr/novosti/upravlenie-obrazovaniya-kazani-provelo-

virtualnuyu-vstrechu-s-grecheskim-professorom-aggeliki-pappa/ 

 

Aggeliki Pappa's Short Bio 

Aggeliki Pappa is a global award-winning inventor of innovative educational methods, a 

researcher, a pioneer educator, social entrepreneur, UN activist on the field of Education, 

teachers' instructor, a writer and a TEDx speaker, having taught in more than 20 countries around 

the world and more than 100.000 educators. She is the founder and the scientific head of studies 

of the innovative “I Love Dyslexia” EFL School in Athens, which is the 1st educational organization 

and the 1st method, on a global scale, teaching English as a foreign language to dyslexic students 

with educational differences. What is more, she is the president  of the Non-profit organization 

3Dlexia Cosmos. Its goal is to reshape teaching promoting sustainability on the planet, through 

the 3Dlexia Paradigm, which constitutes a new example of teaching on the base of quantum 

mechanic theory to every student. The purpose behind it is to educate children sharing the love 

and mindfulness that they should give back to the Earth, in order to achieve peacefulness. Ms. 

Pappa's work has received multiple awards and has been recognized by the biggest educational 

organizations, such as the OECD, the UN and UNESCO Paris. She has also been recognized as one 

of the top 50 best educators in the world twice, in 2016 & in 2017, claiming, on behalf of Greece, 

the Educators' “Nobel” award, titled Global Teacher Prize, which is worth one million dollars. In 

2018, she was pronounced the European winner of the British Council of England at the UK Alumni 

Awards, for the social impact of her work, publicly accepting Prince Carol's Trust at the Stavros 

Niarchos Foundation. In 2020, the “Space for Humanity USA” organization included her in the 1st 

group for space travel in 2021 . The group consisted of 500 nominated astronaut citizens in the 

history of mankind. 

Her educational and humanitarian work through the SOS4LoveProject, which started in the UN, 

along with her students, has been introduced to over half a million students in the Public 

Education system of Argentina and Cyprus and has been shared to over 130 countries in all 

continents. It has, also, received the award of Princess Diana's foundation, the “The Diana Award”. 

Her passion and her purpose is to provide children with equal access to quality education, and to 

create a New Example in the global education system, which will emphasize the expansion of the 

Mind, the refinement of the heart's brilliance and the social implementation of the quantum 

mechanic theory about life. All of this will lead to a New Earth, which will consist of peace, love, 

sustainability and prosperity for Everyone. 

 

Synopsis and goal of the “I Love Dyslexia” EFL School: 



The “I Love Dyslexia” EFL School (IDL) 2009, is the one and only global educational organization, 

applying a scientifically proven Method (3Dlexia For English) for teaching English as a foreign 

language to dyslexic students with educational differences. The ILD was acclaimed to be one of 

the top 10 most innovative organizations in Greece and is the only one distinguished in the 

educational field for the year of 2015, in the annual Eurobank and SEB “Greece Innovates” 

contest. The founder of “I Love Dyslexia”, Ms. Aggeliki Pappa has been distinguished twice as one 

of the top 50 best educators in the world, through the Global Teacher Prize, the Educators' Nobel 

Prize worth of 1 million dollars, in both 2016 and 2017. She has, also, won a number of awards for 

her innovative method 3Dlexia 4English and 3Dlexia Paradigm, which has been taught in over 20 

countries worldwide and is currently applied to over 500.000 children in Public Schools of 

Argentina. The “I Love Dyslexia” EFL School is officially presented in the OECD report 'Teaching for 

the Future', 2018, chapter 1. I Love Dyslexia's ultimate goal is the elimination of the social stigma 

surrounding the dyslexic charismatic brain, as well as the improvement of the students' quality of 

life. This will be achieved through their access to a holistic teaching of the English language and 

the diffusion of the knowledge, research and virtue that describes I Love Dyslexia's actions into 

the Greek and International educational community. In order to fulfill this purpose, voluntary 

educational sessions are scheduled to public and private institutes in Greece. Additionally, “I Love 

Dyslexia” takes part in national projects, representing Greece and innovation to education on a 

global level. 

 

For more information, please contact: Lena Roussou, Directional Secretary of ΙLD Τ: 210 6082147 

Ε: info@ilovedyslexia.gr 

 

The Goal and the Purpose of the 3Dlexia Cosmos NGO: 

3Dlexia Cosmos, founded and led by the global award-winning pedagogue Ms. Aggeliki Pappa, 

shares its mission to expand and spread the scientific, applied educational research of 

humanitarian activity and the innovative educational deed of the 3Dlexia Method for English and 

the 3Dlexia Paradigm for students with or without dyslexia, with special educational needs. This 

will promote the right of students who belong to vulnerable population groups to access quality 

education. 

 

The worldwide renowned innovative educational methods of the 3Dlexia Cosmos derive from the 

intellectual creation of its president, the award-winning Educator-Researcher Ms. Aggeliki Pappa. 

3Dlexia Cosmos's vision is the cultivation of a new exemplary, innovative, holistic, transformative 

education (of 3Dlexia Paradigm), combining the Ancient Greek thought with the scientific 

foundation leading to research the intelligence of the heart, as well as the ethical and social 

parameters of the quantum mechanic theory and the expansion of mindfulness, by supporting 

the equal access to education, and contributing to the formation of a New Earth of sustainability, 

peace and prosperity in the 21st century. In order to achieve these goals, a plethora of actions 

were designed, such as the SOS4Love Project based on the 17 Sustainable Development Goals, 



set by the United Nations, which activate and strengthen students, teachers, scientists and the 

citizens of the Greek and the Global community. 

 


